Welcome the Brothers Grimm fairy tales page! The Brothers Grimm are probably the best-known storytellers in the world. Many years have passed since the time Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm released their “Children's and household tales”. The foreword to the collection was signed by the Brothers Grimm on October 18th, 1812. The booklet was highly appraised in this era of spectacular bloom of romance, when the German national consciousness was formed and nationalist aspirations were awakening. Brothers Grimm kept updating their collection with newly gathered and recorded fairy tales. In their lifetime the fairy tale collection was translated into almost all European languages, while the German version already had six editions. Read our huge collection of Brothers Grimm fairy tales! All the classics, including Snow White, Rumpelstiltskin, Hansel and Gretel, the Pied Piper and many more! Brothers Grimm Fairy Tales stories for kids and adults to enjoy! The Enchanted Canary. A Prince called Desire seeks a bride in warmer lands. The Marvellous Musician. This marvellous musician has a strange way of making friends and keeping them! The Three Dwarfs. Three Dwarfs meet a poor girl who shares the last of her bread with them. The Queen Bee. A younger brother is a wise dwarf who teaches his brothers kind things. The Valiant Little Tailor. A little tailor tricks two giants and a King, winning against all odds. Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs. The story of beautiful Snow White, the seven Grimms’ Fairy Tales. Jacob & Wilhelm Grimm (1785 - 1863) Translated by Marian Edwardes and Edgar Taylor (1793 - 1839). A classic collection of oral German folklore, brought together for posterity by the scholarly brothers Grimm in the 1800s, this epitome of fairy tales includes many of the world’s best known stories. In these dark foreboding woods, you will find: Rapunzel, Hansel and Gretel, Rumpelstiltskin, Lily and the Lion (better known as Beauty and the Beast), and Snow White and Rose Red, among other timeless works. These tales were later heavily revised and sanitised, but here a